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In this issue:
CompoundPro Upgrade

• CompoundPro

CompoundPro has been significantly upgraded to improve efficiency in dispensing, display
of receipts, ease of batch tracking and much more. Access the updated manual by clicking on
Help & PDF files from the RxOne Start Menu, then select Manuals and CompoundPro. The
manual will also be displayed on the RxOne Start Menu for a limited time.
CompoundPro is the leading Australian Compounding application. It is the only compounding
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software FULLY integrated with an Australasian dispensing application – the RxOne Dispense
application.
Here are some benefits that our customer enjoy:
•

Flexible Pricing means that you can protect your margins on a variety
of formulation products. Live inventory tracking, optimisation of
stock and easy tracking of stock cost will ensure that there is minimal
wastage.

•

Templates can be saved for future use and reference.

•

CompoundPro, integrated with weighing scales, ensures compounding accuracy and saves time in data entry. The powerful
functionality allows for the creation of formulation templates with
calculation aids (e.g. percentages conversion).

To find out more or to request a personalised demonstration,
email info@rxone.com.au or fill in the return slip enclosed.

Get the RxOne $1 APP Deal at APP2017
HealthSoft will be a Trade Exhibitor at the APP Conference to be held at the Gold Coast Conference and Exhibition Centre from 9-12 March.
We look forward to engaging with our valued customers and partners. This year RxOne is bringing you more innovative features with the

opportunity to sign up for a bargain. Get a licence for either or both RxOne Dispense and POS for just $1 each. Start strong in 2017, visit our
stand 293. Or contact us at www.rxone.com.au or call on 1800 877 610.
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‘

CompoundPro has inbuilt quality control tools that make my job easy.
We have our analytical balance integrated with the software so that ingredients

’

weighed are accurately recorded, available for review and audit. CompoundPro gives me

peace of mind that I am giving the best possible product and care to my patients/customers.
Satish Gunasekaran, Jon Dickson Pharmacy, Port Augusta SA

Experience pharmacy at its biggest and best at APP2017. Whether you are a pharmacy owner, pharmacist, pharmacy staff, industry

personnel or health IT enthusiast, there will be lots to keep you interested and informed. While at the conference take the tour of RxOne’s
leading Dispense, POS and Compounding modules, meet the team and be inspired.

AZTEC
The IRI Extraction is a utility that sends sales information from your computer to IRI Sydney (formally IRI-Aztec). IRI in turn provides added
value such as benchmark reporting to pharmacies with the capability to provide total pharmacy measurement.
To participate, please complete the return slip attached or email to support@rxone.com.au

System Updates
Error code 709R - Explained
Patient Contribution discounts - not eligible for SN 4/20 day rule prescriptions.

If you have come across an error code 709R (see below), please refer to PBS recommended action under FAQs, see below.

“Where a PBS medicine has been supplied under Regulation 25 as the supplier believes that immediate supply is necessary, then:
Where the supply is of a PBS medicine that is not subject to ‘early supply rules’, and the supply occurs at an interval that would be classified

as early supply the supply can be made on the PBS. The price paid by the patient will count towards the patient’s Safety Net threshold and the
approved supplier is able to discount the PBS patient co-payment (by up to the maximum allowable discount of $1.00); or

where the supply is of a PBS medicine that is subject to ‘early supply rules’ and the supply occurs at an interval that would be classified as

early supply the supply can be made on the PBS. The full patient co-payment will apply and will not count towards the patient’s Safety Net
threshold. The supplier is not permitted to offer a discount to the patient co-payment.”

You may also need to check with your patient if they have been supplied with the same medication at another pharmacy within the last
4/20 days.
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